Woman Beat to Death and Killed by Police in Iran Over ... Improper Hijab
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_Crystallized Mushroom [wrote]:_

_Protests across Iran after 22-year-old woman dies in police detention_

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IO8USHK3Gfw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCEW-SpXKal

That's a saddening incident, a big waste, she was also at the age of motherhood, and who knows, maybe a mother too, married or soon to be.

Beautiful and young woman too and I don't see why anyone would kill her over something such as this. Islam warps the human mind. Maybe these assholes did this for other reasons too, and they used the Hijab as an excuse to get away with it.

Videos like this serve as a wake up call to all people. They serve as a wake up call over in the West, the East, the North and the South. They let us know of this: If Islam spreads, this might be everyday life.

As Europe and the US also slide through the slippery slope of moral relativism, where Islam which is clearly deadly is allowed to grow roots in order to replace the other brutal program of Christianity [all authored by jews] we really need to sit there and think strongly to ourselves if this is the world we want to live.

Also, Iran is limiting what it does due to public exposure and knowing that other Nations are watching it, disgusted by these affairs taking place. What if there was really nothing to stop anyone from behaving in this way? Where will the globe go?

Countries like Iran, albeit good in the fact they oppose the jews on the surface, while having adopted a jewish religion, are still dangerously mistreating their own citizens.

The hate of women begins and is hallmarked with the Abrahamic religions. While Islamics do all this treatment to women, Jews started the idea that women were disgusting, impure, pigs and so on, with the fake making of the false hoax of "Eve the sinner" and other cultural nonsense.
The first primary attacks against women over very simply being women came from the Jewish religion, because the women of the Jewish people were naturally prostitutes and the lowest of the bunch worldwide.

In a desperate attempt to stop them from acting like prostitutes [this is recorded in the Bible, in detail], they invented brutal norms in order to limit them and lock them up because of their own strange reasons.

Later on, Islam and Christianity which also have adopted the same pseudepigraphical nonsense of the enemy, made up their own "norms" to continue on this already wrong path that had nothing to do with Gentiles in the first place. Yet, the brutality and nonsense was made sure to multiply by the Jews who exported these programs of death to their enemies.

In regards to the above video, that is Islam in action. This is due to Islam which is undisputed in influence in the Middle East. The murderous history of Islam is that it also tried to invade India and of course Europe, but it failed.

If it hadn't failed, we might have all be in some effendi's gulag right now, so take a moment to reflect on what you see on the above. Even though Christianity also preaches much of the same, Europeans and others have slowly moved away from the adoption of this insanity through rationalizing it, thankfully.

Others however were not that lucky. But the situation is changing and people are waking up. At first, this will go through the phase of "secularizing Islam". Then progressively it will die out. Christianity in the West followed a similar procedure.

First, the brutal norms will die, and then, the enemy will be powerless to hold things together without the brutality of murder etc. Turkey for example claims to be "Islamic", but for all respects, many people are not, and even more are simply "Islamic" on paper.

I can say I am also moved and impressed by the bravery of the women in Iran to do these protests, where the Government can use crushing force against them and where this is not a joke.

These are some real BRAVE women, in the face of actual disasters and tyrannical governments. These women are soldiers.

I also cannot help but compare with Western women who are living in literally freeland where they have nothing like this, should take a few lessons in respect of attainments and respecting, focusing to maintain a civilization where these things do not occur.

And when the problems are serious, this is where it's important to protest, not when it's just simply bollocks.
Another serious problem is when you bring endless people with these beliefs, you might get acid attacks like women in Britain by radical muslims. This is what happens when you disrespect when what our ancestors have built, and women too.

Nobody protests this. In fact, most people are brainwashed to want to "protest" for more "Diversity", insofar this means to house any radical terrorist in your midst. This is about "Women's rights" in the West.

In "more diversity", you will be like these women here, running for your life. You'll be locked in and who knows what else.

The most serious violators of such are given in a state of confusion the "go ahead" to proceed with anything, yet, in real problems such as this, women will react by flexing their fingernails on Instagram and claiming we are living in a so unjust world, then go act in no manner that fundamentally helps into any of this or hastens destruction and fall into this.

It's a good idea to also idolize proper women and not the garbage bins you see on TV or in many TikToks. These women are not brave, have no inherent value, and do not represent the Goddesses in wisdom, power and in no way whatsoever.

The last time most of these women cared for something fundamental such as extinction rates, important social topics, or anything like this, was basically never.

As if this was not enough, the warped perception of many women has them also so mind washed as to not understand viable dangers that will enslave them permanently, like Islamization, but also to work to regress this by espousing moral weakness, emasculation of men who would protect them, and other antithetical norms which collapse society.

The above creates invalidation. This invalidation of a society allows hostile norms to take place in it, the ultimate end in what you see on this video.

Iranians at some point were Pagans and women and life was rife there too and things were not like this. But then this religious and cultural downfall by the enemy, made Iran and the position of women there as it is today. This happened because the Abrahamic programs were able to take roots there, and from there on, the rest is history.

So it's also proper sometimes to face the real issues, if a woman wants to be a woman in full. We have quite a few girls right now as a world, but not many women with the definition of the word.
For one, they should not welcome and espouse invasion and the hostile Abrahamic systems to take hold. That in itself, is insane, and in no woman's or man's benefit. Nor for the future generations.

Iran is where to women have basically no freedoms, and women are afraid this will escalate further into full enslavement. So at least these women, took the streets.

It's also a great idea to respect more well established societies that they take for granted or many try to undermine even due to boredom or just blind hate because your feminist who wants to import a billion Jamal's who will behead you here, tell you so.

These women in Iran, would kill to replace their norms with those of the "West", yet, we have to play damsel in distress while advocating that Radical Terrorist Jamal is not really a Terrorist and that we need 1 billions of them to come here, to coddle them and love them and teach them manners.

Now you'll see the moral outcry of the jewish hags in the European Union and the dumb idiots in the US: "That is unacceptable, oy vey, women violence, stand with Iran", they will say...

As they will import millions and millions more yearly of these people with the worst beliefs of women, or like in 2015, they will not only not try to change Iran or anyone else culturally, but they will literally import as many of the worst Islamic criminals as possible.

These "women" will also tell you that you must attack everything your forefathers and mothers of your Nation left here for you, and that this is because "we are getting into a better world and it wasn't good".

Even if you are living in 100 times better circumstances than most people, they will lie to you, telling you you must destroy what is protecting you. Knowing in full that is going to cause an accelerated collapse of these circumstances that protect you and could be used to protect others through positive instructions to them, such as the people in Iran, who are looking at the West for some form of help.

Any few foreigners or migrant people within these swarms they will import that will not agree with this or fled from persecution, will find that they arrived in Europe and in the US that is slowly becoming like the place that they left from to save themselves.

They will be more afraid than you are in that they understand where they left from, and they will be terrified to see what will happen.
The kindest of heart of them will even try to warn you [as quite a few of these people who defect Islam do] and you will not listen, because your social media and TV will be mind-washing you otherwise as they already are.

Then everyone will look at the heavens and say: "Why is our world in such a miserable state?".

In India women are going to be looking shocked at all that is happening, because they know that Islam is actually an invader program, and India successfully won against Islamization a long time ago. Europe did the same, but Europe "forgot".

These people thinking to themselves that they will be likely by then the last frontier where women can be treated as human beings to an extent. Is this the jewish future we want to live in, really?

As one understands these viable points, one must know that besides screeching it's a good idea to get real.

This is the height of Western Insanity. Steer away from this. Women who are strong must show sense. We need this power and the capable few women can play important parts here.

Think smarter than that. Women are integral in civilization and they must show real bravery when it's needed and learn to judge when this is necessary to do that. Women admired for bravery are admired for a reason.

Islam has to go, it's not even the ancestral religion of the Iran people. It's really a shame that this has to occur. People in Iran are clearly fed up and waking up. Nothing justifies death over this, and the thought that "Religion" should justify this is crazy in itself.

That will be followed by a Ritual that is upcoming, that was promised and will be delivered as promised. The RTR also counteracts the root of the "Abrahamic" programs, which are all based on the same Hebrew root of insanity.

Humanity has to be freed from this scourge.
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